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UNLIKE PAIR INTERACTIONS IN N2-H20 MIXTURES

M. van Thiel and F. H. Ree

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808

Livermore, California 94551, USA
)

Statistical-mechanical chemical equilibrium calculations have been performed to determine the deviation of the
unlike species potential from that predicted by the Lorentz-Berthelot rule. The potentials of the water-water and
nitrogen-nitrogen interactions have been reexamined in the light of remaining deviations from experiment. The
resulting deviation of the constant from one (1), in the extended Lorentz-Berthelot rule, is determined from the best
exp-6 potentials for nitrogen and water with consideration of possible deviations of the measured detonation
velocity of RX-23-AB from its ideal equilibrium value.

INTRODUCTION Table 1: Product composition in moles/100g of the
RX-23-AB mixture; P in GPa.

This work is a continuation of our program to IP IH2OIN2 IO2 INOINzOINO211_HaIN I
improve the accuracy of the equation of state (EOS) of 1i0 13"57....11"24I 'd_8 1'003 l'_00i __l'003 I "00 ....l0 '0 _l

high-pressure high-temperature mixtures. Recent [1713.57 I 1.24 1.013 1.004 1.004 1'004 1.00 10"0 I
work 1 has concentrated on new high-pressure data [9-0|3.-5i-1 1.00-1-.001 1.0i21-_1 1.00i [.04 [0.34 [
that required the inclusion of a number of unstable
species. These are not as important for lower pressure
shocks, below 4500 K and 35 GPa. But they allow a
better evaluation of that data. The resulting mixture- Since this work is a higher order refinement of the
EOS description, therefore, removed some earlier EOS, we take a close look at the uncertainty of the
errors that affected the overall quality of the explosive composition and the EOS of the
calculations. While the old EOS forms had been components. The uncertainty in the exact composition
giving good results for explosives like PETN and of the undetonated liquid explosive may be inferred
HMX-rich mixtures,2, 3 the overall accuracy was not from the reported mixture analysis. 6 Computations
satisfactory. 4 Furthermore the improvements made with the nominal and analytical composition proved
so far caused unacceptably large deviations from the to be indistinguishable, showing that composition
experimental detonation velocities (D)of PETN and uncertainty is not a problem. Subsequent to the
the HMX mixtures. The principal information lacking mixture analysis it was noticed that the hydrazine-
in the previous analyses is the behavior of binary nitrate component may have contained as much as
mixtures. This may be obtained from some simple 3.88% methanol. The effect of this possible impurity is
explosives. A careful study using the detonation also addressed below .
properties c, explosives with simple product
mixtures, therefore, is called for. INTERACTION POTENTIALS

We use effective spherical potentials in our
ILX-23-AB AND PRODUCTS statistical mechanical high pressure mixture theory.

. This is an adequate description for the high
• There are a few explosives that produce simple temperatures (1000 Kelvin and up) encountered

product mixtures. One of these is RX-23-AB. The behind strong shocks. Our form of choice is the so
nominal weight percent composition 5 is hydrazine/ called exp-6 potential. This form is generally found to
hydrazine-nitrate/water = 5.9/70/24.1. The products represent the compressibility better at these pressure
of this explosive are primarily water and nitrogen, than the classical 12 th power repulsive and 6th power
Table 1 shows that N2 and H20 remain the principal attractive form that is quite useful at low pressures.
components over a wide range of overdriven shock The exp-6 form is
pressures. The concentration of N atoms is negligible

Eij , •
for normal detonation pressures as are the _ij= {6exp[ctij(l_r/rij)]_a_j(r_j/r)6}
concentrations of H and O atoms and H_.molecules. _ , (1)



where r* is the minimum energy separation between complete separation of the N2-rich and H20-rich

species i and j, e is the minimum energy and o_ phases that is provided for in the theory. Setting _ij =
determines the curvature of the exponentially 1.04 is sufficient at the theoretical CJ condition: T=
repulsive term. The constants for like-species 2600 K, P= 17.8 GPa and p = 1.80 g/cm 3. The
interaction require shock wave data on pure systems, methanol impurity has a small (0.5%) effect on D. The
Corresponding states (extensively used in the initial uncertainty in the experimental detonation velocity is
applications of this theory) can be used as an initial not easy to assess/Incomplete reaction tends to
guideline but is not sufficiently accurate for practical reduce the velocity of most explosive charges, and no
systems, such data appears to be available for this explosive.

We also need a formulation for the interaction The best approach is a careful evaluation of the

between unlike-species. This may be expressed in potentials of water and nitrogen before a value of fij is
terms of the interaction between like systems by the selected.

Lorentz-Berthelot combination rule, The water component

e;/= kij_ , (2a) The single shock Hugoniot of water is shown in
Fig. 1. The species included for these calculations are
H2, 02, O, 03 and H20. The amount of dissociated

r_=_e_j(r_+rj_) , (2b) material is negligible over the range of shock
pressures displayed: The ratios O/H20 and O3/H20
are < 10.6, while H2/H20 and O/H20 are = 1.8 x 10.3

a_y= mii_a_j . (2c) at P = 90 GPa, T = 7200 K, and _ 1.34 x 10.4 at P = 41
GPa and T= 4750 K.

In the standard form, the constants kij, lij, and mij There are several reasons, however, that fit b in this
are identical to 1. Here we consider their deviations figure is preferred over the previously used fit a. 1A

from 1. Since this is a higher order refinement, they cluster of experimental Hugoniot points7, 8 near
are clearly sensitive to the values of the like-like 40 GPa tends to fall below the theoretical curve.
interaction constants Eib rii* and 0_ii. In this work we Secondly, at low pressure this shock wave data as
have, therefore, paid special attention to the accuracy well as cylinder expansion rates of copper cylinders
with which the potentials of N2 and H20 allow us to filled with TNT and HMX mixtures have tended to

favor somewhat higher pressures than those
fit the Hugoniot data. determined theoretically in the past. Hugoniot b

RX-23-AB ANALYSIS obtained with potential constants of Ob should
remove the concern that the low pressure deviations

Table 2. Calculated RX-23-AB detonation velocities, observed with HMX formulations and PETN are due

(_(N2) l D* km/s cH3oI-i ''' to errors in the calculations of the water component.
a 1.015 7.548 no The agreement between computed and measureddouble shock data and the deviations from
a 1.03 7.475 no

a 1.04 7.442 no ,00 ....................... _' • • •
a 1.015 7.575 yes ,_
a 1.03 7.505 yes ..
a 1.04 7.485 yes f, N.,_. 1le Rice | x _f/- -

b 1.00 7.845 yes Lxs_'_,_,J ,,,__
b 1.015 7.725 yes
b 1.03 7.655 yes _

b 1.04 7.635 yes _ ,/" {Pot,a, ,- _ _{10
_/ J¢_jt3s6. ,.o6 ls.o 996.].

• Dexp = 7.48 km/s _ i_b_. ,.o6 ,,a ,2,0.{

To begin with, a test of the best value of _ij for the ,/
best available N2 and H20 potentials was done. Two "
potentials for N2 (labeled a and b in Table 2) weight ...........................
experimental shock data points differently. The effect _.3 ,.5 ,., ,.0 2., 2.a 2.5 2._
of this weighting on the detonation velocity calculated p (gdcm')
is significant. The lowest value is the result of Figure l. WaterHugoniots;experimentvstheory.



temperature measurement are similar to those the data points of the latter are the average of a
previously reported by one of us. 9 number of experiments. Two preliminary data points

of Dick 13 have been included. His later data are from

The nitrogen component a higher density sample and show a relatively higher
uncertainty.

The N2-N composition in Table 3 shows that,
, unlike water, there is significant dissociation behind RX-23-AB results

shock-waves in nitrogen above 25 GPa. This
dissociation process was shown to be essential1,10 to Table 2 shows that different results are obtained with
explain the high pressure shock wave data. 11The potentials _a and _o. Fits a b and c produce shock
lower N2 heat capacity compared to water speed minima at D = 7.47, 7.63 and 7.56 km/s, if the
significantly raises the temperature and the amount of methanol impurity of the hydrazine-nitrate
dissociation. Figure 2 also shows that above 25 GPa component is included in that mixture and if it is fully
nitrogen dissociation causes a significant softening of phase separated (l = 1.04), as it is for the two lower
the shock locus, curves in Fig. 3. The experimental detonation velocity

agrees with both a and c fits if methanol is excluded

Table3: Composition behind the N2shock and the uncertainty is as indicated. 14 Since the
T P n(N2) .... n(N) experimental data may be somewhat low due to

Kelvin GPa moles moles reaction rate effects, potential (_c is the preferred one
17,000 100.0 0.539 0.922 on the basis of the nitrogen data of Nellis 11 and
11,600 62.6 0.760 0.480 Zubarev.12
4,200 36.2 0.944 0.110

The resulting isentrope from the Chapman Jouguet

Two nitrogen Hugoniot calculations, curves a and point is shown in Fig. 4 where it is compared to the
b, show a similar curvature discrepancy between experimental JWL.
theory and experiment 11-13 below the region of

dissociation. Lowering the value of a in the nitrogen Ps= Aexp(-R.V)+ Bexp(-R2V ) + CV (°'+') (3)
potential from 13.2 to 11.5 introduces sufficient

change in the curvature to improve the fit to the data 7.7s ....... . ...............
below 30 GPa without making a significant change in
the dissociated region. This potential corresponding _, _4, \,-1.- .
to curve c was used to produce the RX-23-AB mixture \_ -__ /t /
curves in Fig 3. Preference has been given in this _'_ "% .,I"/ /
analysis to the data of Nellis 11 and Zubarev. 12 The 7.e5 _ _ .._ _ /A _ CJ

" ",, . ",i_'_ 3J_c.,o. _ J' /
impedance matching data analysis of the former _ -t_l \,, ,._.,o ,' _/
included a distortion analysis of the impactor, while .-. '" , , ,,, , /, I

" '_ "_'& t.l_ dC,A --/

I" N,u,.,t,al / _- cj
I" Z.b_, I _t-/

I" r..t)l_ I ,_¢_r. ,.tA

r_ b//'-e---------_dbu_,ciaUon_ . 7.45 . . , . . . s • • • , ., • • , . . • , • • •

rO / 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24
"_ _, P Mbar,,g"

1 0

£ "_a..6rormcn_ r_m_.as / Figure3: The effectof impurity and Lijon theshockspeed
.// Matc,nve z/k e a I in RX-23-AB
/.' N2 a 101.9 4.09 13.2 I

/__ --,,- i.ii %- I
t',' m ,,d =.._. _LsI The theoretical curve has slightly higher pressures#, N _b (m. _9 1O.Ol

/,: N , . z,7 ..I than the fit of the JWL function to experimental
_" ' .... ' cylinder expansion data, especially where the two

1 _'" ..... ' • • • ' ' ' ' ' ' • • phases dissolve in each other in the theoretical1.8 2.6
p (g/cm') mixture. Whether this is also observable in the

experiment would require additional work. One
Figure 2. Experimental and theoreticalHugoniots of N2+N. aspect of future work is the reaction rate between
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